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Bolivia is statemember of the International Criminal Court

10 april 2009

Evo Morales,
Its 09.20 hours.
In NL the news about your hunger-strike for Fundamental Human Rights for Every Individual
in Bolivia is unknown.
I always zapp to BBC after NL-news.
The fact that you HAVE to go on a hunger-strike to get Fair Trade & Eko only proves how
corrupt EU, UN & ICC are!
Bolivia ia a statemember of ICC, but when you take your demands to ICC-courtroom – against
your opponents – it will take 10-20 years before you get any official 'heavy degree on you file'.
In the meantime, ICC-employees only observe your activities....
Not doing anything to rescue you or to make sure Earth has a FAIR-courtsystem to rely on.
My intuition tells me 'that we can relate easily', but my emails often don't arrive.
This message has to flow through the Kremlin first; they have to make sure you get it.
I WANT YOU TO GO TO ICC...
● Start a case against ALL opponents who refuse to give all individuals Fundamental HRs in Bolivia.
●

Will you be punished by EU-members & UN?
Most likely!
○ Small groups of politicians will come together to make up a story with which they prove 'that
they have the right to stop your demands, to blackmail your economy, to support your
opponents....'.
When they do support politicians in Bolivia who are against Fundamental HRs for everybody,
this is only meant to hide my ICC-case against NL for the rest of the world.

You have to work with BIGGER SETS of LEGAL LINES to protect yourself & Bolivia against
corruption:
● Take the Bolivia-constitution plus all treaties related to UN & ICC
● Demand Fund. HRs based on the NLFs you create for your self-protection & protection
of the people
● Publish the NLFs you needs plus evidence that you don't get them
● Bring your file to ICC
● Explain ALL blackmail-policies you get thrown to your head by EU-politicians in public
○

What I like about Venezula is that they actually say:'Those bastard-Americans'...in public...

○

Bolivia has to say the same about EU-presidents & co.
And.... Russia is not very helpful to you either = they keep ICC a corrupt court of law and
they keep UN Ban Kimoon in his powerful blackmail-position.

I wish you a healty weekend & month = hopefully you don't have to die for HRs for All of Us.
Have a straightforward day,
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